
SEXUAL RIGHTS: SPEAK UP AND OUT

I saw a bumper sticker once that said, “speak your mind, even

if your voice shakes.” I found that idea so comforting because I

often put pressure on myself to sound perfect and confident

even when I don’t feel confident and am very nervous. It’s

almost like the most important part of speaking up is sounding

good versus saying what I feel, especially if I feel hurt or my

rights were violated. But actually, what’s most important is

saying it and not keeping it inside.

“I have a right to speak up and speak out if someone has hurt my body or my feelings. I

have a right to tell someone if my rights have been violated.”

Learning Objective

For self-advocates to be able to speak up or report when they have been hurt or

violated and to understand what their rights are in order to speak up about a rights

violation.

For professionals: Support others in speaking up or in reporting when they are hurt or

violated and knowing their rights and what to do if their rights are violated.

3 Suggestions that Support Learning Objectives

1. Try this model as a way to speak up. There are times when we are hurt by

others. For example, a friend forgets you had dinner plans and doesn’t show up.

Or someone calls you a mean name. We can feel very hurt and sometimes we

decide it is important to say something to the other person. But, do we
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sometimes just “let it go” or feel uncomfortable so we keep it to ourselves? Lots

of people struggle telling people that they hurt them. It’s a good thing to share our

feelings in a respectful way when others hurt us. Also, sometimes we don’t say

anything because we don’t want to hurt the other person’s feelings, but then we

suffer. We need to pay attention to our feelings and know our feelings matter

rather than worrying about others feelings. The other person needs to take care

of their feelings, not us. Here is a handout that helps you practice speaking your

mind when you’re upset.

2. There are also other serious violations as well and those may require us to

stay away from the person and talk with someone else. If someone abuses

(verbal, physical, or sexual) you or violates you in some way, it’s important to

speak up. Even if you are somewhere that you weren’t supposed to be or doing

something unsafe. That doesn’t matter. You were violated or abused and the

person was wrong and needs to learn how to show respect and not abuse

others. Who in your life can you tell if someone violates you? What if that person

doesn’t believe you? Go to someone else and just keep telling until someone

listens. Here is a hotline number if you need to report. National Sexual Assault

Hotline Hours: Available 24 hours 1-800-656-4673. Your state may also have a

hotline to report abuse, too.

3. Lastly, knowing your sexual rights is very important. If you are speaking up

about something you have the right to and people don’t listen that could be a

rights violation. For example, let’s say you are 25 years old and in a relationship

and someone at your group home tells you that you can’t be alone with your

partner in your room. You have the right to privacy. If you keep asking and you

are still not allowed, you can reach out to your state advocacy center or disability

rights center to discuss your situation. Here is a National Disability Rights
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Network website to find your state’s telephone number.

https://www.ndrn.org/about/ndrn-member-agencies/

Inspiration/End Result

If this happens, people with I/DD will have better relationships, support if they have

been abused, and their sexual rights will be honored, not taken away.

Self - Reflection/Call to Action

Self-Advocates: What gets in your way of speaking up? How can you get better at

speaking up?

Professionals/Parents: How can you encourage those you support to speak up? What

do you already do to encourage this? What can you change to encourage this to

happen?
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